HOW to PLAY

FREE BET

BLACKJACK
Free Bet Blackjack is a variation of the standard game of Blackjack
that allows players to double-down and split on most cards for free
To start, players make a bet against the dealer Each player and the
dealer will get two starting cards, as in standard Blackjack Next,
depending on the player ’s cards, players have the following Free
Bet options:
u If the player chooses to use the Free Bet for Splitting and/
or Doubling, instead of the player putting up more chips, the
dealer will place a special Free Bet lammer next to the cards

Free Split
u Players can split any pair, except 10-value cards, for free Free
re-splitting is allowed When “free splitting” aces, they may
only be split once and players will only receive one card on
each ace
u When a “free split” wins, the dealer will pay the player an
amount equal to the original wager for each winning “free
bet” button
Note: Standard Split rules apply when splitting 10-value cards.

Free Double
u Players can double their bets on any hard 2-card total of 9, 10,
or 11 for free Free doubling after splitting is allowed, when the
above double rule is followed
u When the “free double” hand wins, the dealer will place chips
equal to twice the amount of the player ’s original wager next
to the player ’s wager and remove the “free bet” button
When the hand loses, the Dealer will collect both the original wager
and the “free bet” button If the “free double” hand results in a
push, the Dealer will signal a push and collect the “free bet” button

Push 22
u If the dealer busts with a point total of 22, any bets players
have left in action will be a push
Note: Player Blackjacks are paid before the dealer hits out
their hand, so they are exempt from the Push 22 rule.

Surrender
u Players may NOT surrender in Free Bet
Blackjack
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